Introducing Fibresmart™ Bedding;
the smarter solution for
Accomodation and Aged Care.
Fibresmart™ range of products deliver
the perfect solution for Accomodation
and Aged Care providers searching for
better performing commercial textiles.
This range of revolutionary linen also
provides leading Eco-friendly advantages
over regular linen, offering your business
a reduced carbon footprint, increase
in energy efficiency and a reduction in
operating costs and resources.

Why Fibresmart?

Customer Comfort and
Hygiene Performance.
• Better heat entrapment than
traditional cell blankets.
• Being made from inorganic fibres results
in a dramatic reduction in the growth of
bacteria as well as the elimination of odours.
• 50% less static build up than traditional
cell blankets and sheets.
• Improved flame retardancy over
traditional cotton cell blankets and sheets.

Ask Simba about how
Fibresmart™ Blankets and
Quilts can benefit your
business.
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Fibresmart™ Quilts.
Quilt - 350 gsm

Quilt - 250 gsm

250
GSM

Construction: 100% Microfibre Polyester

Construction: 100% Microfibre Polyester
Code

Size

Dimension

Box Qty

Code

Size

Dimension

Box Qty

QFIB-251-SB

SB

140 x 210 cm

5

QFIB-01-SB

SB

140 x 210 cm

5

QFIB-252-KSB

KSB

165 x 210 cm

5

QFIB-05-KSB

KSB

165 x 210 cm

5

The Fibresmart™ Range.

A new generation of synthetic long chain fibres used to
create energy smart sleep technology. Fibresmart™ quilts
have a beautifully smooth and velvety texture
with a soft and luxurious feel.
The Fibresmart™ quilt is even softer, smoother,
more durable and more breathable than those made
from the highest quality natural materials.
Fibresmart™ is super absorbent and wicks moisture away
from your body keeping you feeling clean and fresh the
whole night. Fibresmart™ is anti-bacterial, resists mould, mildew,
fungi and dust mites making it perfect for those who have
hyper-sensitive skin or experience hay fever.
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Fibresmart™ Pillow.
Fibresmart™ pillows:

Features technology that utilises synthetic long chain fibres that
are quick drying, durable and bacteria resistant, this innovative fabric
is also transeasonal breathable in hotter months and warming in colder
months. These super lofty pillows beckons a decadent, uninterrupted
sleep and is the superior choice for allergy sufferers.

Pillow Soft - Pink Piping

750

GRAMS

Construction: 100% Microfibre Polyester
Code

Size

Dimension

Box Qty

PIL-FIB-SO

Standard

45 x 70 cm

10
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Fibresmart™ Mattress Protectors.
Fibresmart™ mattress protectors.
The Fibresmart™ Range is a new generation of synthetic
long chain fibres used to create energy smart sleep
technology. Fibresmart™ mattress protectors have
a beautifully smooth and velvety texture with a
soft and luxurious feel. The Fibresmart™ mattress
protector is softer, smoother, more durable and more
breathable than those made from the highest quality
natural materials.

Fibresmart™ is super absorbent and wicks
moisture away from your body keeping you
feeling clean and fresh the whole night.
Fibresmart™ is anti-bacterial and resists mould, mildew,
fungi and dust mites making it perfect for those who
have hyper-sensitive skin or experience hay fever. It
comes either strapped or fitted.

Microfibre Strapped Mattress Protector

Construction: 100% Microfibre - 25mm Straps

Fitted Mattress Protector

Construction: 100% Microfibre - with Fitted Wall

Code

Size

Dimension

Box Qty

Code

Size

Dimension

Box Qty

MFIB-01-SB

SB

92 x 190 cm

10

MFIB-21-SB

SB

90 x 190 cm + 35 cm

10

MFIB-06-KSB

KSB

107 x 203 cm

10

MFIB-26-KSB

KSB

106 x 205 cm + 35 cm

10
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Fibresmart™ Blankets.
The Fibresmart™ blanket is the Smarter Solution for
Healthcare facilities. It has 50% less static build up
than traditional cell blankets, a marked reduction in lint

generation and has better heat entrapment. Being made
from inorganic fibres results in a dramatic reduction in
the growth of bacteria as well as elimination of odours.

Blanket

326
GSM

Mocha

Construction: Knitted Polyester
Code

Colour

Size

Dimension

Box Qty

CBP-230-MOCA

Mocha

SB

180 x 230 cm

10

CBP-180-BLCA

Light Blue

SB

180 x 230 cm

10

CBP-180-WHCA

White

SB

180 x 230 cm

10
Light Blue

White
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Fibresmart™ Blankets.
Fibresmart™ offers
complete comfort.

Thermalux Blanket - Stone Brown

270
GSM

Fibresmart™ lightweight blankets are quick drying,
machine washable, anti pill both sides, colourwashable
and are highly durable. These blankets will not shrink
easily and will suit any budget.
Most importantly they are comfortably warm giving
you a beautiful and sound nights sleep.

Stone Brown
Construction: 100% Polyester Fleece, 2 Sided Anti Pill
Code

Size

Dimension

Box Qty

BFIB-01-ST

SB-KSB

180 x 240 cm

5

Thermalux Blanket - Camel

Thermalux Blanket - Silver

270

270

GSM

GSM

Camel

Construction: 100% Polyester Fleece, 2 Sided Anti Pill

Silver

Construction: 100% Polyester Fleece, 2 Sided Anti Pill

Code

Size

Dimension

Box Qty

Code

Size

Dimension

Box Qty

BFIB-03-CM

SB-KSB

180 x 240 cm

5

BFIB-05-SI

SB-KSB

180 x 240 cm

5
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Fibresmart™ Bedding;
the smarter solution for
Accomodation and Aged Care.
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the best value durable and comfortable commercial textiles.

